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Abstract: The external luminescence quantum yield as a function of the solar cell current density 
when exposed to low indoor light was estimated based on absolute electroluminescence 
measurements and a self-consistent use of the electro-optical reciprocity relationship. By 
determining the luminescence yield at current densities corresponding to the cell operation at the 
maximum power point, we can compute energy losses corresponding to radiative and nonradiative 
recombination. Combined with other major energy losses, we can obtain a clear picture of the 
fundamental balance of energy within the cell when exposed to room light with a typical total 
illuminance of 1000 lx or less.  

The rapidly growing interest in energy harvesting from indoor ambient lighting for applications 
such as powering internet-of-things devices 1–5 has raised the need to address a range of technical 
issues. Some of the issue that have been discussed in recent years6–13 include the testing protocol 
for current vs voltage (I-V) measurements, the theoretical power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 
various photovoltaic (PV) technologies, and modeling the device behavior under variable indoor 
environmental conditions.14,15 However, questions related to the fundamental energy loss 
mechanisms within the cell, when exposed to a low-irradiance indoor spectrum such as a light 
emitting diode (LED) light source, have not been addressed in sufficient detail. In single-junction 
solar cells within the confines of the Detailed Balance model, four main energy loss mechanisms 
can be identified when the cell is exposed to a light source16–18: transmission loss, thermalization 
loss, recombination losses and junction loss. Transmission and thermalization losses, which 
account for incident energy lost to unabsorbed photons and energy lost to electrons thermalizing 
to the edge of the conduction band, respectively, are easily computed from the external quantum 
efficiency (EQE) and the incident light’s photon flux. The junction loss describes how much 
energy is lost when a photogenerated charge carrier with an initial energy equal to the band gap 
energy, Eg, traverses across a junction experiencing a potential difference V. The computation of 
the recombination losses however, which includes contributions from both radiative and non-
radiative recombination processes, is more complex.   

It has been understood for some time that the electroluminescence (EL) measurement of solar 
cells, and its connection to the EQE of the cell through the well-known reciprocity relationship, 
provides valuable information regarding recombination losses in solar cells.17,19–22 However, EL 
is generally performed as a relative measurement and its use as a quantitative tool has been limited. 
Recently, it was demonstrated that when EL is performed as an absolute measurement, i.e., every 
emitted photon is counted, it becomes a very powerful tool for determining the external radiative 
emission rates in solar cells. Knowledge of the radiative rates leads to a direct computation of the 
external luminescence quantum yield, extY , I-V curves, and important energy loss parameters for 
solar cells.23,24 The external luminescence yield is related to the internal optical losses, and it has 
been shown that in order to approach the Shockley–Queisser (SQ) limit of conversion efficiency, 
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extY has to approach unity.25,26 Therefore, obtaining the extY of solar cells under low light operation 
is an important goal for understanding device performance under such conditions.  

The previously reported absolute EL measurements have been used to compute device related 
losses under the maximum power point (MPP) operation at air mass 0 (AM 0) or AM 1.5 standard 
reporting conditions (SRC).23,24 However, the reporting conditions are quite different for low 
irradiance artificial environments where the illumination source is typically a visible-spectrum 
light source, with an illuminance of 1000 lx or less and a total radiant power per unit area of less 
than 3 W/m2. Therefore, in order for EL measurements to be useful in determining the radiative 
and non-radiative losses, EL must also be performed under extremely low current densities. This 
is a measurement challenge that cannot be easily performed to any arbitrarily low current density, 
and a combination of measurements and extrapolation are needed to estimate the extY . Here we 
will show that by using an iterative process involving the reciprocity relationship, we can take 
advantage of both the I-V curves of various solar cells at 1000 lx and the absolute EL 
measurements to construct the external luminescence yield as a function of current density, J, for 
each solar cell. Finally, we calculate the four major energy losses described above at MPP and 
explain why certain nominal solar cells perform so differently under the same illumination 
condition. 

Electroluminescence measurements were performed on four different types of single junction 
solar cells using the Grand-EOS hyperspectral27,28 wide-field imaging system by Photon etc.29 
Hyperspectral imaging provides both spatial and spectral information, in high resolution, all within 
a convenient image cube. The spectral EL emission profiles from an entire 20 mm × 20 mm field 
of view were obtained as a function of the injection current supplied by a source-measure unit. To 
process the data, the raw EL image cube (in counts) was subtracted from a dark background image 
cube where no current was sourced through the cell. Then an average net count was computed over 
a large portion of the cell for each injection current. A spectral calibration factor was applied to 
the average net count to convert it to the absolute external radiative emission rate ext ( )R E  in units 

of 2photons /   m s eV   as a function of the photon energy in eV. In order to obtain this calibration 
factor, we first calibrated a spectroradiometer against a NIST FEL lamp30 by placing a pinhole 
aperture on one port of a small integrating sphere and connecting another port to the 
spectroradiometer using an optical fiber. Then, in a separate measurement, we input light from a 
quartz-tungsten halogen lamp into a second sphere and took hyperspectral images of the same 
pinhole (mounted on one of the ports) with light emanating out through its opening. By measuring 
the net count that the hyperspectral imager receives from the pinhole and also measuring the 
absolute irradiance at the pinhole port by the spectroradiometer, a spectral calibration factor for 
absolute EL measurements can be calculated. This calibration procedure is only performed once 
and the resulting calibration factor is applied to all subsequent EL measurements on solar cells.  

The I-V measurements were performed at room temperature (T = 22 °C) using a reference-cell-
based method31 under a warm white LED with a correlated color temperature (CCT) of 3000 K 
and a total illuminance of 1000 lx. EQE measurements were also separately performed on each 
cell using a differential spectral responsivity technique.32–34 The measurement results of four 



different solar cells are presented here. The three cells labeled GaAs-2, GaInP, and Si are nominal 
4 cm2 gallium arsenide, gallium indium phosphide, and passivated emitter and rear contact (PERC) 
silicon cells diced from wafer; the cell labeled GaAs-1 is a thin flexible gallium arsenide cell with 
nominal area 8.15 cm2 by Alta Devices26,29,35. The AM 1.5 global SRC performance as captured 
in the PCE of these devices are ≈ 25.2 %, 23.9 %, 15.6 %, and 20.8 % for the GaAs-1, GaAs-2, 
GaInP, and Si cells, respectively. However, the PCE results under the low light CCT-3000 K LED 
spectrum with a total irradiance of 2.93 W/m2 changes to 35.2 %, 22.8 %, 27.1 %, and 14.1 % for 
the same four cells in order. The current density vs. voltage (J-V) curves of all 4 devices under this 
low light condition and the irradiance of the LED source are plotted in Fig. 1, where the symbols 
are measurement data and the solid curves are fits to the data as discussed later. 

For the GaInP and Si cells, the changes in the PCE can generally be explained by the short 
circuit current density, scJ  , of each cell under the two different reporting conditions. The spectral 
shape of the EQE of the GaInP cell, for example, is well matched to the irradiance of a white LED 
source and can absorb a larger percentage of photons from an LED than from the sun, whereas in 
Si, this effect is reversed. The changes between the two GaAs cells, however, are more puzzling 
because the two cells have almost identical EQEs. Therefore, in order to understand the 
performance differences, we must first understand why the GaAs-1 cell has a higher voltage output 
than the GaAs-2 cell, particularly under low light conditions. We turned to our absolute EL 
measurements to extract the external luminescence quantum yield, 
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Y q R E dE J qR J≡ =∫ , as a function of the injection current density, injJ   and then 

used the carrier balance equation to compute this quantity as a function of the solar cell current J  
operated under the LED irradiance. Here, q  is the electron charge in coulombs. With extY
determined, the radiative and non-radiative recombination losses can be calculated at the 
maximum power point voltage and current, m m( , )V J . All the other major losses can be computed 
separately with the help of band gap energies, gE ,  and the EQE curves.  

Figure 2 (main) shows a log-log plot of extY vs injJ  for all four devices. From these plots, it is 
immediately evident that the GaAs-1 cell is the most efficient device at luminescent extraction, 
showing an efficiency of ≈ 10 % at a low current density of 1 mA/cm2. The GaAs-2 cell’s 
luminescence yield is significantly lower at the same current density and shows a very strong drop 
with decreasing injJ . A similar behavior with much lower yields is evident for the GaInP and Si 

cells. With the stated goal of using these data to compute extY vs J plots, we first examine the 
carrier balance equation24,36: 
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where LJ is the light generated current density given by 
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incident LED’s photon flux, and nrR  is the rate of nonradiative emission. Notice that all emission 
rates and the luminescence yield are current density dependent, as shown in Fig. 2 and we have 
included the [J] term to denote this functional dependence. The solar cell current density is 
negative when the cell is operated under illumination (net extracted current), and so the 
relationship between J and injJ  is simply given by inj LJ J J= − . Therefore, we can construct plots 

of extY vs J using Eq. 1. With the LJ values for the four solar cells GaAs-1, GaAs-2, GaInP, and Si 
computed to be 0.128 mA/cm2, 0.130 mA/cm2, 0.0925 mA/cm2, and 0.135 mA/cm2 respectively, 
it can be seen that injJ needs to be at least as low as these values for each cell to achieve 0J = (i.e., 
the extY under open circuit conditions), but obviously to reach lower (negative) values such as 

mJ J= , extY measurements at much lower injection current densities need to be performed.  

Due to the sensitivity (signal to noise ratio) of the hyperspectral imaging system and the need 
to balance image acquisition times with spectral resolution, reliable EL data could only be obtained 
down to current densities in the range of ≈ 0.1 mA/cm2 to 0.4 mA/cm2, depending on the 
luminescence yield. To estimate extY at lower injJ , we turn to a self-consistent extrapolation 
method. In the absence of a comprehensive physics-based model to guide us, this extrapolation 
needs to be performed in such a way that the resulting ext[ ]Y J  function models the measured J-V 
curve data as well as possible. We performed this process iteratively, starting with a function of 
the form by ax=  fitted to the first few low injJ data points of the extY vs injJ  plot for each cell, to 

extract the a and b parameters. We then used the resulting ext inj[ ]Y J  to calculate the ext[ ]Y J . Then, 
the J-V curve can be calculated using the reciprocity relationship solved for [ ]V J  : 
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where 2 3 2[ ] 2 exp( / )B E E h c E kTπ − −≅ − is the spectral photon density of a black body, k  is 
Boltzmann’s constant, h  is Planck’s constant, T is the temperature of the cell and c  is the speed 
of light in a vacuum. The term ext ext[ ] [ ] / [ ]ELEQE EQE E R E dE R E dE< > = ∫ ∫  is an average EQE 

term over the EL emission spectral region. Here, we have included a voltage loss term due to a 
series resistance element, sR , because we have noticed that certain devices such as the GaAs-2 
and the GaInP cells have an unusually high series resistance under low light measurements. We 
verified this by a separate analysis where we fit the J-V curve data to the well-known double-diode 
model37,38 and extracted the various device parameters, including the series resistance. The values 
for sR  for each cell were fixed in the Eq. 2 calculation from this secondary analysis.  



If the computed [ ]V J curve using Eqs. 1 and 2 and based on the extrapolation for ext inj[ ]Y J does 

not fit the J-V curve data, then the a and b parameters are slightly modified so that a new ext[ ]Y J  
and [ ]V J  is calculated and compared against the J-V data. The final result of this process is shown 
by the dotted lines in Fig. 2 down to the lowest injJ  values needed to compute the J-V curve from 
the open circuit voltage (Voc) towards Jsc, including past the knee of the curve where the point 

m m( , )V J  is located. These extrapolated plots show that extY continues to drop precipitously at low 
injection currents for all devices except for the GaAs-1 cell, where the slope of the ext inj[ ]Y J  plot is 
much smaller than the rest. This observation indicates that luminescent extraction is extremely 
efficient for this particular cell even under very low current densities where the non-radiative 
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination can dominate over all recombination mechanisms.17  

Figure 2 (inset) shows the final constructed extY vs J plots under the solar cell operation. These 
findings are consistent with previously reported results in thin-film GaAs cells24. The band gap 
energy for each cell was estimated from the inflection point in the long wavelength tail region of 
the EQE curve22,39,40 and is listed in Table 1. The good agreement between reciprocity-derived J-
V curves (solid curves) and the actual measurements (symbols), shown in Fig. 1, validates our 
approach. We note that the J dependence of the ext[ ]Y J  function as shown in Fig. 2 has a noticeable 
influence on the curvature (or the fill factor, FF) of the modeled J-V curves. So in addition to a 
high series resistance, which generally lowers the FF, a decreasing extY with appreciable 
dependence on J  reduces the fill factor even further, ultimately resulting in a smaller mV and larger 
junction losses.  

This point is demonstrated by the dotted black J-V curve in Fig. 1, which is a theoretical, 
reciprocity-derived J-V computed for the GaAs-1 cell with the assumption that ext 0.1Y =  (fixed) 
for all J, while all other parameters are kept the same. This modeled J-V curve gives FF = 0.88, 
which is slightly larger than the experimental findings for the true ext[ ]Y J  with FF = 0.82, and 
validates that extY has a J dependence instead of a fixed value. The dashed-dotted curve is the 
theoretical J-V curve for the same cell assuming perfect luminescent extraction, i.e., ext 1Y = , with 
the implication that all recombination events within the cell are radiative. The predicted PCE of 
40.6 % for the ideal J-V curve is consistent with the maximum efficiency predicted in the literature 
using first principles computations under indoor lighting.6,18  

Additionally, the ext[ ]Y J measurements explain the differences between the two GaAs J-V 
curves. Since the voltage penalty25 from the ideal SQ Voc is given by extln( )kT Y , the ocV∆ between 
the two curves should be given by 

 1 1 2 2
oc ext extln( ) ln( )GaAs GaAs GaAs GaAs

g gV E kT Y E kT Y− − − −∆ ≅ + − − .                           (3) 

While the voltage loss term for the GaAs-1 cell is only 73.3 mV below the SQ limit at the 
measurement temperature, this term increases to 188 mV for the GaAs-2 cell. Eq. 3 gives



oc 163V∆ = mV, which is very close to the experimentally observed difference of 155 mV. The 
highly efficient luminescent extraction from the GaAs-1 cell is ultimately rooted in its superior 
photonic design aimed at maximizing photon recycling in this device. In addition to growth of 
high-quality materials, the fabrication process of these cells includes surface texturing and a highly 
reflective back contact, steps that have been shown to reduce dark currents, increase photon 
recycling and carrier concentration and boost the solar cell Voc26,35. Similarly, the voltage loss from 
ideal Voc for both the GaInP and the Si cells is ≈ 293 mV under our 1000 lx illumination condition. 
These observations suggest that nonradiative recombination can dominate the device performance, 
even for a direct band gap material such as GaInP under low light.  

Finally, we summarize each cell’s important photovoltaic energy losses in Table 1, calculated 
from the extY and EQE measurements under the LED’s photon flux using the equations outlined in 
Table 4 of Chen et. al.23 All the losses and the output power at MPP have been normalized to the 
incident irradiance (2.93 W/m2). As a consistency check, we sum every row to make sure that it 
adds to unity. The most significant energy loss component is the thermalization loss accounting 
for anywhere from ≈ 37 % to 49 % of the incident energy. The junction loss is also inevitable, but 
it depends significantly on the Voc and the fill factor of the cell. Between the two GaAs cells,  
7.3 % more incident energy is lost in GaAs-2 due to its lower Vm, which is related to both a lower 
luminescence efficiency and a higher series resistance. The direct nonradiative recombination 
losses, which are derived from the estimated extY at MPP, are in the range of 4 to 8 % of the total 
incident energy. As expected, the GaAs-2 cell exhibits almost twice the nonradiative 
recombination as the GaAs-1 cell, consistent with its inferior electrical performance. Finally, the 
last row shows the losses for an ideal GaAs cell. For such an ideal cell, all nonradiative losses are 
0, with emission related recombination completely in the radiative regime with a loss value of less 
than 2 % and a further 3 % reduction in the junction loss, hence delivering a maximum theoretical 
PCE of 40.6 %.   

In summary, we have shown that the external luminescence quantum yield of various solar cells 
can be estimated under indoor lighting conditions using a self-consistent method that utilizes the 
reciprocity relationship and absolute electroluminescence measurements. The stark differences in 
the luminescence yield of various cells help explain the variability in the electrical performance 
data of these cells particularly as regards the voltage output of the cells. Finally, the computation 
of the major energy loss terms under the maximum power point operation presents a clear picture 
of the energy flow within each cell when exposed to an artificial light source.    

Cell ID Eg (eV) Rad Loss Nonrad. Loss Therm. Loss Trans. Loss Junc. Loss Output 
Power  

Total 

GaAs-1 1.434 7.00E-4 0.041 0.372 0.000 0.235 0.352 1.0003 
GaAs-2 1.385 1.68E-6 0.077 0.388 0.000 0.308 0.228 1.0010 
GaInP 1.823 9.97E-9 0.061 0.364 0.064 0.244 0.271 1.0047 
Si 1.095 6.11E-8 0.078 0.494 0.000 0.287 0.141 1.0004 
GaAs-1 if 
Yext=1 

1.434 1.95E-2 0.000 0.372 0.000 0.203 0.406 1.0004 

Table 1: Energy loss fractions, normalized by the incident power, for all major loss mechanisms 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1: (inset) the spectral irradiance plot of the LED source (CCT 3000 K) used in our analysis. 
(main) measured J-V curves under the LED illumination (symbols). The solid curves are the 
reciprocity-derived J-V curves based on Yext values. The dotted curve is a J-V computation for 
GaAs-1 cell with the assumption that Yext is fixed at 0.1 for all J. The dashed-dotted curve is the 
same computation with Yext fixed at 1 (i.e., the SQ limit).  

 

 

Fig. 2: (Main) Measured external luminescence quantum yield vs. injection current (symbols) for 
the four solar cells discussed in this work. Dotted lines are extrapolated Yext to very low current 
densities. (Inset): Constructed external luminescence yields vs. solar cell current density. 
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